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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
STUDY OF A HIGH POWER CAPILLARY DISCHARGE 
The direct generation by electrical discharges of hot and dense plasma columns 
with large length-to-diameter ratio is of interest for the development of efficient soft x-
ray lasers and has resulted in the generation of coherent radiation at wavelength as short 
as 46.9 nm. This work presents the first experimental results of a new high power density 
capillary discharge designed to explore the generation of axially uniform plasma columns 
for the development of discharge pumped lasers at shorter wavelengths. A high power 
pulsed power generator based on a three-stage pulse compression scheme was developed. 
The final stage consist of a water dielectric Blumlein transmission line designed to 
generate current pulses of up to 225 kA with a 10-90 % rise-time of= 10 ns through the 
capillary load. Argon plasmas generated in polyacetal and ceramic capillaries were 
studied by means of time resolved soft x-ray pinhole camera images and time resolved 
XUV spectroscopy. The pinhole images show that the current pulse rapidly compresses 
the plasma to form a column with a soft x-ray emitting region with a diameter of 
~ 250 µm. Spectra in the 18-23 nm region are observed to be dominated by an Arxv line. 
iii 
The experimental data obtain is in agreement with model computations that suggest these 
discharge conditions should generate plasma columns of~ 200-300 µm in diameter with 
electron temperatures> 250 eV and densities of 1-2xl020 cm-3. 
Juan Jose Gonzalez 
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
Fall 1999 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF SOFT X-RAY LASERS 
1.1. Introduction 
Capillary discharge excitation of argon plasma columns has led to the first 
demonstration of large soft x-ray amplification by collisional excitation in a discharge 
pumped plasma at 46.9 nm in Ne-like Ar [1.1]. The advantageous characteristic of these 
capillary plasmas has also allowed for the development of the first saturated table-top soft 
x-ray amplifier [1.2]. The demonstration of lasing in Ne-like S at 60.8 nm [1.3] has 
proved the feasibility of producing amplification by capillary discharge excitation in 
elements that are solid at room temperature, a situation that will be frequently 
encountered in attempts to extend this scheme to shorter wavelengths. However, the 
fundamental physics of the generation of amplification by stimulated emission 
determines a dramatic scaling of the power density deposition required to obtain 
substantial gain at shorter wavelengths. For example, in the case of a Doppler broadened 
laser line, most frequently the dominant line broadening mechanism under soft x-ray 
laser operating conditions, the power requirement scales as P a. /.., 4 . In addition, the pump 
power required for lasing at soft x-ray wavelengths is often further increased by 
refraction losses that reduce the effective gain coefficient. 
Scaling of collisionally excited capillary discharge lasers to wavelength shorter 
than 46.9 nm, will required the use of elements heavier than argon and higher excitation 
power densities. The scaling of plasmas conditions and pump requirements for lasing at 
wavelengths as short as 10 nm have been estimated [1.4]. Figure 1.1 shows the result of 
this scaling for selected elements in the Ne-like and Ni-like sequences with the estimated 
plasma parameters necessary to obtain gain in a capillary discharge plasma column [1.4]. 
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Figure 1.1. Scaling of the soft x-ray laser plasma parameters for selected elements in the Ne-like and Ni-
like series. 
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This dissertation reports results of a study in which capillary discharge plasma 
columns were generated that are an order of magnitude denser and significantly hotter 
than those generated by previous capillary discharges [1.5]. The plasma columns here 
reported were generated by a new high voltage pulse generator that was designed and 
constructed as part of the work completed during this thesis [1.6]. This new high power 
density discharge was used to generate argon plasma columns in 3 mm and 4 mm 
diameter capillaries. To characterize these plasmas time-resolved spectroscopic 
diagnostics in the soft x-ray spectral region were carried out, and time-resolved images of 
the plasma column were obtained by means of ax-ray pinhole camera. Different capillary 
materials were also studied as a way to optimize conditions that maximize the electron 
temperature. 
This introductory chapter discuses the generation of population inversion and gain 
m the soft x-ray region of the spectrum, which is the main motivation for the 
development of the discharge described in this thesis. Section 1.2 is a brief introduction 
to the history soft x-rays lasers and the most important population inversion schemes 
utilized to produce gain in this spectral region. Section 1.3 describes the generation of 
plasma columns suitable for x-ray amplification and same of the most successful 
capillary discharge excitation experiments in which gain have been observed. 
1.2. Development of compact soft x-ray lasers 
Just three years after the invention of the ruby laser, a paper [ 1. 7] appeared in the 
Russian literature drawing attention to the potential of recombining plasmas for the 
generation of gain. Several seminal papers on new schemes for the generation of x-ray 
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lasing followed based on inner-shell photoionization [1.8], collisionally excitation 
[1.9,1.10], and photopumping [1.11]. With the announcement in 1984 of the first 
demonstration of lasing action in the soft x-ray region by groups in Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory [1.12] and Princeton University [1.13] a period of intense work on 
soft x-ray lasers began. 
These two groups used two different population inversion mechanisms to 
generated gain and these have formed the basis of the successful work on soft x-ray lasers 
since that time. They are the plasma recombination approach based in on H-like and Li-
like ions; and the collisionally excitation approach based on closed shell ions such as Ne-
like and Ni-like ions. In the collisional excitation scheme, illustrated in figure 1.2a, the 
upper level is dominantly populated from the ground state of the same ion by electron 
collisions. The upper level is chosen such that radiative decay to the ground level is 
dipole forbidden. The pumping is then followed by lasing through a dipole-allowed 
transition (~n = 0) to a lower state, from which decay occurs very rapidly through 
radiation to the ground level. The other approach that has resulted in large amplification 
is the collisional recombination scheme. Collisional (three-body) recombination, in 
contrast to radiative recombination, populates preferentially highly excited levels. In the 
collisional recombination approach, free electrons from the continuum are captured into 
high bound quantum states of the ion. This is followed by collisional cascading down to 
lower states (see fig. 1.2b ). At appropriate electron densities a population inversion can 























Figure 1.2. Simplified energy level diagram for a) collisional excitation and b) recombination laser 
schemes. 
In the most traditional quasi-steady state implementation of both schemes, the 
population inversion necessary for stimulated emission and gain is assisted by fast 
radiative decay of the lower level. Another common feature is that the ion ground state 
from which the population inversion is supplied has a closed shell (Ne - Ni-like ions for 
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the collisionally scheme; He-like or bare ions for the recombination scheme). Closed 
shell ions have a high fractional abundance in plasmas and this aids the generation of 
high gain. Figure 1.3 shows the result of ionization equilibrium calculations in argon for 
the case of a low density, optically thin plasma [1.14]. This particular example shows that 
the jump in the ionization energy, required to ionize configurations with a single electron 
in the outer shell, results in a high abundance of the Ne-like and He-like species over a 
wide temperature range. 
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Figure 1.3. Relative abundance of argon ions calculated for an optically thin plasma as a function of 
electron temperature. (From Ref. [ 1.20]) 
Recombination and collisional excitation lasers schemes both required the 
generation of hot, highly ionized plasma columns with a large optical length in order to 
achieve a significant amplification. The recombination scheme, in addition, requires rapid 
cooling of the plasma. The quasi-steady state implementation of a small plasma diameter 
is also crucial in both cases to avoid quenching of the population inversion by trapping of 
resonant radiation. Intensive efforts at laboratories worldwide have resulted in the 
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demonstration of gain at wavelengths as low as 3.5 nm to 60.8 nm in a variety of systems. 
However, the size, cost and complexity of the driving lasers have hampered the 
widespread use of soft x-ray lasers. Further progress in this field largely depends on the 
development of lower cost, higher efficiency table-top x-ray lasers. With this motivation 
significant efforts have been devoted in the past several years to the exploration of soft 
x-ray laser excitation schemes that make use of table-top laser drivers [1.15-1.18]. 
Important progress has been made in this direction through the application of the prepulse 
technique to collisional lasers, the development of transient inversion lasers, and the 
introduction of optical field ionized schemes [ 1.16-1.18]. 
Alternatively, our group has opened a new route to the development of compact 
tabletop amplifiers with the demonstration of large soft x-ray amplification in a plasma 
column generated in a capillary geometry by a fast electrical discharge [1.2]. This new 
excitation scheme [1.19] has significantly increased the simplicity and wall plug 
efficiency of ultra short-wavelength lasers. 
1.3. Capillary discharge pumped soft x-ray lasers 
As an alternative to laser, axial Z-pinch discharges have been proposed as drivers 
for soft x-ray lasers due to their higher overall energy conversion efficiency and 
possibility of creating elongated plasma columns with the characteristics required for 
x-ray lasing [1.20]. However, despite many efforts, there was no clear indication of 
significant gain in pulse power discharges prior to the experiments conducted at our 
laboratory in 1994. A key issue related to this failure is the inherent instabilities 
associated with Z-pinch plasmas. A discharge pumped scheme capable of overcoming 
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these difficulties was proposed at CSU in 1988 [ 1.19]. It involved the creation of highly 
ionized plasma columns by using fast capillary discharges. Several inherent 
characteristics of capillary discharges make them attractive for extreme ultraviolet and 
soft x-ray amplification: highly uniform initial conditions, high power density deposition, 
large length-to-diameter ratio, and the possibility of creating small-diameter plasma 
columns. 
1.3 .1. Capillary Discharge plasmas 
Capillary discharges have been initially studied as sources of soft x-ray radiation 
for spectroscopy, x-ray lithography and microscopy [1.21, 1.22]. In 1988 these discharges 
have been proposed as gain medium for compact, high efficiency soft x-ray lasers [1.19]. 
The possibility of obtaining soft x-ray amplification by plasma recombination in a 
capillary discharge has motivated several experimental studies of the soft x-ray emission 
from evacuated polyacetal and polyethylene capillaries that are 0.5-1 mm in diameter 
[1.23-1.28]. Spectra from these experiments are consistent with plasma temperatures in 
the range of 15-70 e V. In evacuated capillaries the discharge starts by surface flashover 
on the capillary walls, and the plasma column is composed of material ablated from the 
capillary walls. In discharges such as those used in the experiments mentioned above, 
were current pulse rise times are > 50 ns, the plasma remains significantly coupled to the 
walls during the course of the current pulse. Under this conditions the material injected 
into the plasma by wall ablation and the electron heat conduction from the plasma 
column to the walls limits the temperature to relatively low values. An increase of the 
excitation current does not necessarily result in a significantly higher plasma temperature, 
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as an increase in the discharge energy results in more ablated material and higher plasma 
densities. In effect, high current pulses (500 k.A) of 300 ns rise time injected through 
narrow capillary channels have created cold (Te = 10 eV), high density plasmas which 
have been used for the study of transport coefficients in partially degenerated, strongly 
coupled plasmas [1.29]. 
Higher temperatures in evacuated capillaries can result from utilizing a very fast 
rise current pulse to limit the amount of material ablated from the capillary walls, before 
the magnetic field created by the current pulse detaches the plasma from the walls. High 
temperature plasmas, with emission from Fvm and FIX have been reported to result from 
the excitation of 1 mm diameter evacuated Teflon capillaries with 120 kA current pulses 
having a fast(< 10 ns) rise time [1.30]. 
Experiments designed to study the generation of argon plasmas for soft x-ray 
amplification were conducted utilizing the fast capillary discharge setup show in fig. 1.4 
at Colorado State University [1.5]. These experiments made use of a high voltage fast 
pulse generator which produces currents pulses having a 10 % to 90 % rise time of 13 ns 
and a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 28 ns. In this setup the capillary is in the axis 
of a 3 nF circular parallel plate capacitor containing ethylene glycol as the dielectric The 
capacitor was charged by a seven stage, 700 kV Marx generator. The pulse generator 
utilized in these experiments was designed to also produce a preionization pulse with a 
current of 20-70 A and a duration of approximately 2 µs immediately preceding the fast 
discharge pulse. With this generator, studies were conducted in polyacetal and Teflon 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of the pulse generator and capillary discharge setup utilized by 
Rocca et al. [1.5]. 
Soft x-ray spectra (fig. l .5a) from argon plasma obtained with this discharge were 
reported to be similar to those of plasmas generated by > 1 MA current implosions in 
large pulsed power machines (fig. 1.5b) [1.31]. For a 55 kA discharge in argon at about 
750 mTorr an electron density of: 5x1018 cm-3 and an electron temperature up to 170 eV 
were estimated to occur in the hot region of the plasma. Soft x-ray pinhole images 
showed that the current pulse rapidly compressed the plasma to form plasma columns 
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Figure 1.5.Comparision between two time resolve spectrum from: a) a 2.5 mm diameter capillary exited by 
a 43 kA current pulse after Rocca et al. [1.5] and b) one obtain in the Gamble II Generator (NRL) with a 
current pulse of 1 MA by Burkhalter et al. [1.31 ]. 
1.3.2. Capillary Discharge Soft X-ray Lasers 
The first observation of large soft x-ray amplification m a discharge-created 
plasma was realized in 1994 [1.1] in the 3s 1P1°-3p 180 line of Ne-like Ar at 46.9 run 
using the fast capillary setup illustrated in fig 1.5. In that initial experiment, argon plasma 
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columns were generated in 4 mm diameter polyacetal capillary channels of up 12 cm in 
length filled with pre-ionized argon gas. Large amplification in ArIX at 46.9 nm was 
realized at argon pressures near 700 m Torr excited by a current pulse with a half-period 
of about 70 ns and an amplitude near 39 kA. Figure 1.6 shows the measured increase of 
the intensity of the 46.9 nm line as a function of plasma length; they show a gain-length 
product of gl = 7.2 for the 12 cm long plasma column. A small gain was also observed in 
the J = 2-1 line of Ne-like Ar at 69.8 nm [1.4]. The existence of small amplification in the 
J = 2-1 line was also reported by Hildebrand et al. [1.32]. Later experiments in longer 
plasma columns and under better optimized discharge conditions yielded an effective 
gain-length product of gl = 27 [1.2]. These experiments resulted in the first observation of 
gain saturation in a table-top soft x-ray amplifier. The optimum plasma condition for 
lasing in the Ne-like Ar at 46.9 nm occurs several nanoseconds before stagnation, when 
the ·first compression shock wave reaches the axis. It was concluded that lasing takes 
place on the slope of the increasing electron density when it reaches values near 
3-9x1018 cm-3 and the electron temperature is 60-80 eV [1.2]. Based on the results 
summarized above, very compact saturated 46.9 nm lasers were developed [1.33-1.34] 
and recently were operated at a repetition rate of 7 Hz to produce an average energy of 
135 µJ, corresponding to an average power of 1 mW [1.35]. 
The capillary discharge results in the Ne-like Ar laser were extended to the Ne-
like S, with the demonstration of gain-length products of 7.5 in the 3s 1P1°-3p 1S0 line at 
60.8 nm [1.3]. This experiment demonstrated that large amplifications in 
discharge-created plasmas could be also obtained in elements that are solid at room 
temperatures. To obtain amplification the original configuration show in figure 1.5 was 
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modified to allow the injection of sulfur vapor into the capillary through the axial hole of 
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Figure 1.6. Variation of the intensity of the spectral lines in the neighborhood of 48 nm as a function of 
capillary length [1.1 ]. 
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As shown in figure 1.7. The vapor was produced by ablating the wall of a 5 mm 
in diameter 2 cm long sulfur channel with a current pulse delivering 200 J in about 50 µs. 
At the time of lasing, which for this experiment is observed to occur near the time of 
maximum current, the electron density and temperature in the gain region are computed 
to be about 2-3xl018 cm·3 and 60-80 eV, respectively [1.3]. The optimum excitation 
current was found to be a 38 kA with a semi-period of71 ns. 
Besides these very successful results obtained utilizing the collisional excitation 
scheme, a number of studies have been conducted at several laboratories [1.24, 1.23, 
1.36] to attempt the demonstration of amplification following three-body recombination 
of a capillary plasma. Reports of observation of amplification in the Balmer a transition 
of H-like carbon [1.26, 1.36] and the observation of anomalous line intensity ratio 
indicative of gain [1.27] have appeared in the literature. However, the amplification 
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Figure 1. 7. Schematic diagram of the discharge showing the relative position of the sulfur discharge respect 
to the laser channel after Tomasel et al. [1.3]. 
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Small amplification of extreme ultraviolet radiation at wavelength about 50 nm in 
a recombining z-pinch plasma has also been reported [ 1.3 7]. Discharge currents of 40 kA 
with rise times of about I 00 ns were used to produce amplification in the 4f-3d and 4d-3p 
transitions of the Li-like 0. The gain-length products were determined to be 2.5 ( 4f-3d) 
and 2.2 (4d-3p), corresponding to electron temperatures of~ 50 eV and electron densities 
of 3-5x1019 cm-3. More recently gain was also reported in Li-like Ne at 29.2 nm [l.38] in 
an experiment that utilized a discharge pulse of 80 kA to excite 4-6 mm diameter ceramic 
capillaries filled with Ne. The maximum gain length product for the 29.2 nm 4f-3d 
transition was determined to be gl = 3±0.5. However these results were not confirmed by 
gain-length measurements. 
1.4. Summary 
In summary, capillary discharge excitation of the lasing medium is among the 
most promising schemes for the development of table-top soft x-ray lasers. This 
excitation scheme has shown its potential for increasing the simplicity and the wall-plug 
efficiency of ultra-short-wavelength lasers. 
This dissertation addresses topics related to the important issue of the extension of 
capillary discharge soft x-ray lasers to shorter wavelengths. It focuses in the generation of 
hotter and denser plasma columns with the characteristics necessary for soft x-ray 
amplification at wavelengths shorter than 46.9 nm. 
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CHAPTER2 
HIGH POWER CAPILLARY DISCHARGE SET UP 
2.1. Introduction 
The principal function of many pulsed high power systems is to accept energy 
from a low voltage source over a relatively long period of time and at a modest current 
level, and subsequently deliver that energy with maximum efficiency, at high voltage and 
current levels in a very short time. This energy is usually delivered to some kind of load, 
in our case a capillary plasma column. The primary requirement for these systems is to 
maintain maximum efficiency in the transfer and conversion of the stored energy from 
the pulser to the load. 
Maximum energy can be transferred to the load in minimum time when an 
impedance match is maintained between the power source and the load. In our 
application we have chosen to supply the load with a short pulse delivered from a 
constant impedance source. This objective can be met by the use of either distributed 
and/or lumped-constant pulse forming networks. Certain requirements must be satisfied: 
namely, the electric storage media should exhibit low volume and surface leakage during 
the time of charging, and it should withstand very high electric fields before the onset of 
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output discharge. High energy density storage is important to realize a relatively compact 
device (this dictates the use of high dielectric constant materials for energy storage). No 
less important are the geometry considerations of the pulsed power package. Besides 
being suitable for efficient energy storage and permitting effective coupling at the proper 
impedance level to the load, it should be reliable, and it should have an efficient method 
of switching the energy from the stressed dielectric to the load. 
It has long been recognized that switching problems are among the most severe 
encountered in the design and development of low-impedance, fast-pulse power sources. 
Switching energy from the pulser to the load should introduce minimum resistive loss, 
inductance and distortion. Switches should exhibit long life, or at least should be easy to 
service. Furthermore, the energy delivered by the pulse generator must be coupled to a 
capillary load that is part of a vacuum system. As discussed later in this thesis, this 
frequently poses design problems because of conflicting requirements for impedance 
matching, voltage breakdown, instrumentation requirements, etc. 
2.2. High Power Capillary Discharge Setup 
After evaluating the advantages and drawbacks of different approaches to the 
pulse generator design the three-stage compression scheme show in figure 2.1 was 
chosen. This high voltage pulse generator is able to generate current pulses having 10 % 
to 90 % rise times of about 10 ns, and a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 20 ns when 
1 cm long capillary channels are used as a load. Discharge pulses with peak currents 
exceeding 200 kA were obtain over 3 .3 mm diameter capillary loads under normal 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of the pulse compression scheme to produce high power electrical pulses by successive transfer of energy. 
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Figure 2.2. Typical current pulse characteristics obtain over a I cm long capillary load. 
This generator was built on the basis of the water-Blumlein-line technology and 
designed for the production of hot, dense capillary plasmas. The block on the leftmost of 
the figure 2.2 represents an eighth stage Marx generator, which serves as the initial 
energy storage medium and a voltage multiplier. When fully charged, it generates pulses 
with a peak voltage of 800 kV. The second stage is a coaxial water capacitor consisting 
of two coaxial cylinders with a single spark gap connected at the end of the inner 
cylinder. The water capacitor serves as an intermediate compression stage, as the voltage 
pulse generated by the Marx generator is in the microsecond range and is excessive slow 
to be utilized to charge the fmal stage. The fmal stage is a radial Blumlein transmission 
line consisting of three circular plates with an array of spark gap switches connected 
between the middle plate and the outer plate. It is connected to the water capacitor 




























Figure 2.3. Block diagram showing the operating principle and the observed outputs of the current 
generator. The arrows indicate the relative time at which the different switches are closed. 
The block diagram shown in fig. 2.3 qualitatively describes the basic principle of 
operation of the generator and shows typical output pulses. Upon firing the Marx 
generator, a voltage pulse of about 800 kV peak, 700 ns rise is generated. This pulse 
charges the water capacitor. When the water capacitor is nearly fully charged, it is 
discharged through the SF6 switch, described herein as the main spark gap switch. The 
faster pulse that is formed charges the Blumlein in approximately 75 ns. Immediately 
after, the array of switches of the Blumlein are triggered, generating a very fast, high 
peak current pulse through the capillary load. 
Before this current pulse reaches the capillary, plasma must be pre-ionize. The 
pre-ionization is achieved with a low amplitude slow current pulse. This technique helps 
the formation of a uniform plasma column suitable for laser amplification. The pre-
ionization pulse is generated by an auxiliary discharge that is fires 10 µs before the main 
discharge. 
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In the following sections each of the stages that constitute the pulse generator is 
addressed individually to give a more detailed description of its design and operation. 
Also the diagnostic devices that were designed and utilized during the debugging and 
operation of the generator are described. 
2.2.1. Marx Generator 
A Marx Generator consists of a number of high voltage capacitors connected in 
parallel that rapidly switch to a series configuration. Therefore, the Marx generator serves 
not only as an energy storage device but also as a voltage amplifier. If there are N stages, 
in principle the output voltage can be N times the original voltage. 
The Marx generator circuit is illustrated in fig 2.4. It consists of eight capacitor 
stages, de charged to as much as 100 kV, and eight spark gaps. Those are switched to 
produce the required output pulse voltage. Each capacitor stage is composed of two 
75 kV capacitors connected in series. The capacitors are nominally 800 nF units and each 
stores an energy of 1 kJ at 50 kV, giving a total energy of 2 kJ per stage and 16 kJ for the 
entire bank. 
The generator spark gaps are pressurizing gas (synthetic air) switches equipped 
with a mid-plane irradiation triggering. The irradiated spark gap switch (fig. 2.5) utilizes 
a small spark source in the center trigger electrode. A trigger pulse applied to this type of 
spark-gap source generates a small plasma on the center electrode region, creating an 
ultra violet source that irradiates the gas between the two main electrodes. This 
irradiation generates free electrons between one or both main electrodes and the center 
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Figure 2.4. Circuit diagram of the Marx Generator. RI = 130 0, R2 = 5 MO, R3 = 2 kO, R4 = 510 kO, R5 = 100 MO, R6 = 8 x 47 kO, R7 = 100 kO, 
Cl = 0.8 µF, C2 = 2 nF, SG =Irradiated midplane spark gap, Kl= High voltage grounding relay. 
trigger electrode, thus ensuring a more controlled over-voltage breakdown between the 





Figure 2.5. Schematic diagram of the configuration and typical circuit arrangement utilizes to operate an 
irradiated midplane spark gap. 
During DC charging of the Marx, the mid-plate plane electrodes are resistively 
biased at V/2, where V is the voltage drop over the switch main electrodes (fig. 2.5). 
Thus for this condition, there exists no field enhancement at the mid-plane electrode. 
However, when triggered, the mid-plane electrodes are electrically displaced from their 
mid-voltage value and the electric field increases to a large value. Thus the gas in the 
high field region rapidly breaks down with subsequent arc closure to one of the main 
electrode and then to the other main electrode, thereby completing the circuit. The break 
down processes are enhanced by the ultra violet radiation emitted in the irradiation pin, 
that reduces the closure jitter of the switch. 
The Marx generator is triggered with a 100 kV trigger generator (Maxwell Inc.) 
provided with two output cables. The two trigger generator output cables are capacitively 
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coupled to each of the Marx trigger chains. Each chain fires half of the Marx spark gaps 
in an interlace manner. 
The Marx is crowbarred by means of a triggered, pressurized gas (SF6) spark gap. 
Because the crowbar switch must withstand the full Marx output voltage (800 kV) a 
trigatron-type spark gap is utilize. This type of switch (fig. 2.6) has an insulated trigger 
pin inserted along the centerline of the ground electrode. A trigger pulse applied to this 
pin forms a discharge between the trigger pin and the main electrode, producing a 
conducting plasma that expands into the region of electric field between the two main 
electrodes increasing the electric field until breakdown occurs. Like the Marx switches 
the crowbar switch pressure is monitored and adjusted from a control rack. 
Ins u la ting 
Bushing 





The equivalent circuit of the Marx generator during production of the output pulse 
is illustrated in fig. 2.7. The inductance Ls in fig. 2.7 is the Marx generator equivalent 
stray series inductance. This inductance is associated principally with the spark gaps and 
their connections to the individual capacitor stages. The lumped resistor Re in the 
crowbar circuit is added to dissipate the Marx energy and limit the energy storage 
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capacitor reversal after the Marx is crowbarred. Ll is a charging inductance added to 
avoid the discharge of the water capacitor during the crowbaring of the Marx, without 
appreciably reducing the voltage available to charge the water capacitor. The crowbar 
switch is triggered utilizing a 50 kV Maxwell trigger generator similar at the one use to 









Figure 2.7. Equivalent circuit of the Marx Generator during the discharge period. 
2.2.2. Water Capacitor and Main Spark Gap 
As described above the Marx generator is linked to the final pulse compression 
stage by means of a coaxial water capacitor. This intermediate compression stage is 
utilized to pre-compress and amplify the Marx current pulse (fig. 2.1 ). The faster pulse 
generated by this stage allows one to charge the final stage in a shorter time, thereby 
diminishing the chances of electrical breakdown, and reducing the charge leakage to 
ground due to the finite resistance of the water dielectric utilized in the Blumlein. 
The water capacitor physically consist of a stainless steel inner tube 76 cm in 
diameter and 1.5 m long that resides inside a 100 cm diameter cylindrical water tank. 
Both cylinders are held in a coaxial configuration by means of two 100 cm diameter 
acrylic plates. The acrylic plates also work as an interface between the water dielectric 
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and the insulation oil under which the Marx generator and the main spark gap are kept 
(fig. 2.1 ). This low inductance coaxial configuration provides the 26 nF capacitance 
required by the intermediate compression stage. It also provides sufficient electric 
isolation to operate at the full charging voltage of 1 MV. 
When the water capacitor reaches the maximum charging voltage the Main spark 
gap self-breaks, connecting the water capacitor through a damping resistor (RI) to the 
Blumlein transmission line. For charging purposes the Blumlein acts as two capacitors 
connected in parallel. Figure 2.8 shows the equivalent circuit for the two final pulse 
compression stages during the Blumlein charge period. Ls is the inductance associated 
with the switch and the electrolytic resistor, Rwc and Rwl are the water leakage 
resistances for the capacitor and the Blumlein respectively. Lg is the grounding inductor. 
Its function is to avoid an excessive :floating voltage on the Blumlein line back plate 









Figure 2.8. Momentary equivalent circuit during the charging of the Blumlein. 
Blumlein 
The main switch (fig. 2.1) is a gas-discharge, self-breaking, two-electrode spark 
gap that operates under a pressurized atmosphere of SF 6. The voltage applied across the 
switch increases rapidly during the water capacitor charging period, causing an 
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overvoltage on the switch. The SF 6 pressure in the gap is adjusted depending on the 
charge operation conditions, to select the voltage at which the switch will close. The 
damping resistor consists of two electrodes attached to a 30 cm diameter PMMA cylinder 
fill with a saturated copper sulfite water solution. This kind of resistor is able to handle 
the energy, voltage and current levels required by the design without major 
. . mconvemences. 
2.2.3. Blumlein 
The basic structure of a Blumlein transmission line may be conceptually 
considered as two simple transmission lines connected such that they are charged in a 
parallel configuration and discharge in series. For this reason, with proper termination, it 
can produce an output voltage twice as high as that of a simple transmission line. A 
Blumlein line can be constructed either in cylindrical or parallel-plate configurations. In 
parallel plate form, its basic structure involves three parallel plates arranged in the 
configuration shown in figure 2.9. For operation at very high voltages the space between 
the plates is filled with a liquid dielectric medium, such as oil or water. Between the 
middle (B) and lower plate (C) there is a switch to control the discharge of the line. The 
distance between the plates and the width of the plates is chosen to obtain the desired 
characteristic impedance and to maintain the electric field below the value of dielectric 
breakdown. The load (Z') is commonly connected between the lower (C) and the top (A) 
plate. The high voltage (HV) input that charges the line is fed in via the middle plate as 
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Figure 2.9. Basic structure of a Blumlein transmission line in parallel-plates configuration, A= upper plate, 
B =middle plate, C =lower plate; Zl, Z2 =characteristic impedance of upper and lower lines; Z' =load 
impedance. 
In order to facilitate the discussion of its operation, let's redraw the schematic 
shown in fig. 2.9 into a different form in which we have Zl = Z2 = Zo (fig. 2.10). Before 
the switch is closed, the system may be viewed conceptually as two charged capacitors 
connected in parallel configuration via a load of impedance Z'. However, no voltage drop 
appears over the load, since both lines are charged at the same voltage, Vo. When the 
switch closes, a voltage pulse of amplitude Vo is produce at the shorted end the pulse 
propagates along the line toward the open end and if there were no discontinuity along 
the line, it suffer no reflections until it reached the open end. However, the impedance Z' 
between plates A and C constitutes a discontinuity. When the voltage pulse reaches Z' a 
reflection of the pulse occurs (Vr), meanwhile a voltage pulse (Vt) is transmitted to the 
open line on the right. The directions of propagation of these pulses are shown in fig 
2.10. In other to simplify the situation we may assume that we are under a matching load 
condition, that it is Z'=2Zo. At t = To = .../(LC) = l.../(µ0 E0 Er) (where L is the transmission 
line total inductance and C is the transmission line total capacitance and 1 is the length of 
the line), the delay time of the transmission line, the voltage pulse Vo reaches the section 
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r-r', and it sees a mismatched termination of total impedance Z' + Zo or 3Zo. As a result, 
a reflected pulse Vr of the same polarity but with amplitude Pv Vo is produced, where Pv 
is the voltage reflection coefficient at the section r-r' that is equal to Pv = 1/2 for the 
matched load case. The total voltage across the load at this time is 
V = Vo + Pv Vo = 3/2Vo, of which there is a Vo/2 drop across the characteristic 
impedance Zo of the open line on the right and a Vo drop across the load impedance Z'. 
At t = 2To, the reflected pulse Vr reaches the shorted end and suffers another reflection to 
become Vr' = -Vo/2. Meanwhile the transmitted pulse Vt reaches the open end and 
suffers a reflection to become Vt' = Vo/2. At t = 3To, both Vr' and Vt' pulses reach the 
mismatched location. Because we are in the matched load case, i.e. Z' = 2Zo, we see that 
the two pulses cancel each other at that point (Vr' +Vt' = 0). Therefore, during the time 
interval To < t < 3To, the voltage across the load Z' is constant and equal to the input 
voltage Vo. Fort> 3To all succeeding reflections for this line continue to cancel in a 
similar manner, the voltage across the load Z' drops to zero as the capacitive energy 
initially store in the line is now completely dissipated in the load (assuming Z' is resistive 
and the switch has negligible rise time). As a result, the load sees a rectangular voltage 
pulse of amplitude Vo and duration 2To. 
In the case of a mismatched load, the pulse Vr' and Vt' would not cancel each 
other and some new reflection may occur at the load. Then the total voltage across the 
section r-r' and r-r" would have to be reevaluated, obtaining a new set of pulses Vt" and 
Vr". These two new pulses will bounce at the shorted and open ends of the line 
respectively, returning to the mismatch point. This phenomenon will repeat itself until the 
energy initially stored in the Blumlein is completely dissipated by the load. As a 
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Figure 2.10. Equivalent circuit of the Blumlein line shown in fig. 2.9, with Zl = Z2 = ZO. 
In our case, the basic structure of the Blumlein previously described is modified, 
replacing the two uniform impedance transmission lines by two transmissions lines of 
radial geometry and inhomogeneous impedance (fig. 2.11 ). This modified Blumlein 
configuration is utilized, as a pulse forming line to shape the current pulse to the form 
required by the capillary load. The Blumlein is capable of compressing the voltage pulse 
from the water capacitor into a well-shaped pulse with a fast rise time and a 
predetermined width. As was explained before, the pulse width can be determined from 
the length of the Blumlein line and the dielectric constant of the liquid employed. The 
function of the inductor connected to the inner plate of the Blumlein (fig 2.11) is to 
provide a grounding path for the otherwise floating inner plate during the charging phase. 
At the left end of the capillary, there is a radial self-break-down spark gap whose 
function is to stop the effects of the pre-pulse voltage on the capillary. Pre-pulse voltage 
is the result of capacitive coupling between the middle and inner plate of the Blumlein. 
Without the pre-pulse spark gap the voltage due to the capacitive coupling will generate a 
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current pulse through the capillary load. Such a pulse would pre-heat the plasma, 
undesirably perturbing its compression. The SF6 gas pressure of the pre-pulse switch is 
properly adjusted such that it closes at the proper time, after the main voltage pulse 
arrives. 
FROM WATER CAPACITOR 
BLUMLEIN MIDDLE PLATE 
BLUMLEIN INNER PLATE 






Figure 2.11. Basic structure of the radial Blwnlein line. 
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BLUMLEIN LINE SWITCH 




BLUMLEIN LINE SWITCH 
The output pulse rise time is strongly affected by how the switching of the 
Blumlein is achieved. The ideal switch for a Blumlein pulser, i.e. providing a short 
circuit, at the line end remote to the load, would establish a low and constant impedance 
connection from the line to the switch, and have little or no inductance. This would 
require a distributed switch capable of simultaneously shorting every point of the 
transmission line termination. In addition it is desirable to have minimum energy 
dissipation in the switch, and a very long switch life, or at least a switch design that 
permit easy maintenance. 
The switch inductance consists of the inductance of the electrodes and the switch 
gap itself. The effect of the switch inductance is to degrade the rise time of the current 
pulse, which is determined, by the L/R time constant (where L is the switch inductance 
and R is the impedance of the line and gap). Since the line described herein is a low 
impedance line (4 Q), the switch inductance must be correspondingly low and it becomes 
an important parameter in the design. 
To generate pulses with a fast rise time, it is also important that the switch provide 
a short circuit continuously along the entire end of the line. Under these conditions a 
voltage reversal propagates uniformly with azimuthal symmetry from the switch to the 
load (fig. 2.12a). However, in practice when only a finite number of localized conducting 
channels are used, a non-symmetric propagation is obtained. For example, shorting the 
transition line of figure 2. l 2b at points A and B results in a perturbation, which will not 
be felt at point D until a period of time equal to the single transit time between point A 
and D has passed. Thus, following switching, a reversal wave develops and begins to 
propagate from A and B toward C, but it will not begin to propagate from D toward C 
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until a later time. Thus an asymmetrical wave propagates down the line towards the load. 
Therefore, the resulting pulse that the load experiences is not a step function (assuming a 
depreciable switch inductance) but a ramp, having a rise time that is related to the transit 
time from A to D. Therefore, it becomes important to switch as many points around the 
periphery of the Blumlein as possible. On the other hand having a number of switches big 
enough to have the transient time between them smaller than the intrinsic jitter of each 
single switch will report no advantage. The reason is that the pulse rise now will be 
dominated by the intrinsic jitter of the individual switches and not by the asymmetric 
switching. 
A 
Figure 2.12. a) Front view of a circular Blumlein line switched by a continuos switch at the periphery that 
generates a symmetric wave towards C. b) Switching the Blumlein line at A and B generates an asymmetric 
wave. 
To achieve switching in a distributed manner we utilized an array of seven 
spark-gap switches. Pressurized SF6 trigatron switches are used to allow for command 
triggering with sufficient precision so that all seven parallel switches can close almost 
simultaneously (i.e. within the switch-to-switch transient time of about 1 ns). Figure 2.13 
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shows a cross sectional view of one of these switches and its assembly into the outer part 
of the Blumlein generator. This switch design resembles the generic trigatron type shown 
in fig. 2.6. The housing is made of poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) with a 1 cm thick 
wall. The electrodes are made of brass and the entire arrangement is hold together by an 
aluminum cap that presses the entire switch against the middle plate of the Blumlein. The 
design is sufficiently strong to withstand a working pressure > 100 psi. The trigger signal 
is brought on a high voltage RG-213/U cable. The center conductor of this cable is 
inserted through the outer electrode and a solid stainless steel rod is used as the trigger 
pin. The outer braid of the cable is cut back several centimeters and clamped to the 
electrode to provide the trigger signal return path. The total inductance of a single switch 
is about 100 nH, and the total inductance for the entire array of less than 15 nH. A 
switching performance with a simultaneity of a few nanoseconds is inferred. The current 
has been observed to be shared approximately equally among the seven switches. 
Trigger Cable 
Figure 2.13. Schematic of the cross sectional view of one of the seven Blumlein line switches. 
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Figure 2.14. Trigger synchronization circuit. V = charging voltage, Cl and C2 = capacitive divider, 
TrgSG = spar-gap, MG = Mini-Marx generator, JI to J7 trigger outputs. 
2.3. Trigger synchronization 
As was mentioned before, to achieve a fast and clean current pulse it is very 
important to switch all the spark gaps in the Blumlein simultaneously. Another very 
important parameter for achieving an optimum performance is the time at which the 
Blumlein is switched with respect to the charging pulse (i.e., firing the Blumlein switches 
at the time of maximum charge maximizes the current output delivered to the capillary 
load). These two requirements were met by triggering the spark gap array with a 
self-synchronized 100 kV voltage pulse. The trigger synchronization circuit is shown in 
fig. 2.14. In this circuit the charging voltage (V) of the Blumlein through the capacitive 
divider (Cl-C2) forces the trigger spark gap (TrgSG) to over-volt, thereby grounding one 
end of the transmission line. This launches a pulse through the transmission line that 
triggers a two-stage Marx generator (MG). The Marx generator discharges a 100 kV 
voltage pulse over a set of seven identical parallel transmission lines (Jl to J7 in fig. 2.14) 
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connected to the trigger pins of the Blumlein spark gaps, forcing the simultaneous 
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Figure 2.15. Pre-ionization generator circuit. 
2.3.1. Pre-Ionization 
HV 
In order to achieve gain in capillary discharge plasmas it is necessary to have a 
homogeneous and stable plasma column. These types of plasma columns are only 
obtained when the initial conditions of the plasma are uniform and well behaved. The 
best initial condition will be that of a one-dimensional homogeneous, partially or fully 
ionized plasma as is usually assumed in a magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) calculation. In 
order to obtain a homogenous pre-ionized plasma column a 10 kV pulse is applied 
500 ms before the main current pulse across the capillary, achieving in this way a 
uniform break down. The current is limited to 1 mA so excessive pre-heating of the 
plasma is avoided. About 10 µs before the main current pulse a second pre-ionization 
current pulse is utilized to further ionize the plasma column (in this case a 100 A current 
is allow to flow through the capillary). Figure 2.15 shows the circuit of the pre-ionization 
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pulse generator. The generator circuit consists of a capacitor bank and a pressurized gas 
spark gap. The spark gap is triggered by a circuit similar at the one utilized to 
synchronized the Blumlein switches with the charging pulse, except that in this case the 
spark gap is replace by a hydrogen thyratron switch controlled by an external trigger 
signal. 
2.4. Diagnostics 
In the preceding sections of this chapter we have discussed the design and 
operation of the various components of the pulse generator. However without the proper 
means to measure the quantities produced by the system, one can hardly utilize them to 
generate the desired results. In this section we shall discuss the various measuring 
techniques and devices utilized to diagnose and operate the generator. 
In high power systems, some of the most useful measured quantities are voltages 
and currents. Because the large magnitude and fast temporal behavior of these quantities, 
ordinary methods are no longer adequate to obtain accurate measurements and especial 
techniques must be applied. 
A total of seven Rogowski coils, one capacitive voltage divider and a resistive 
voltage divider are employed throughout the experimental setup to monitor the operation 
of the different compression stages of the current pulse. Figure 2.16 shows the placement 
of the different devices associated with the capillary discharge. All the devices with, the 
exception of the Rogowski coil that measures the current through the capillary (RogCap ), 
are utilized only for diagnostic and optimization proposes. The "Marx ground Rogowski" 
(RogMrx) is place in the Marx generator current return path to give information of the 
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amount of current delivered by the Marx Generator during the discharge period. A 
resistive voltage divider (Res WC) and a Rogowski coil (RogWC) are utilized to monitor 
the water capacitor charging voltage. The capacitive voltage divider (CapBln) is utilize to 
measure the charging voltage of the Blumlein while the Rogowski coil (RogBln) place in 
the Blumlein grounding inductor monitors the current to ground of the Blumlein. To 
monitor the current distribution though the Blumlein-switch array, three of the seven 


















Figure 2.16. Equivalent circuit of the capillary discharge generator showing the emplacement of the 
different diagnostic devices. 
2.4.1. Resistive Voltage Divider 
An electrolytic resistive voltage divider is utilized to monitor the charging 
voltage of the water capacitor. The divider consists of a 5 cm diameter polyethylene tube 
filled with a copper sulfite solution. At both ends of the tube stainless steel electrodes 
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make electric contact with the solution. Figure 2. I 7 shows the actual design of the 
electrolytic divider in which the high voltage arm of the divider is define by the high 
voltage electrode and the low voltage electrode. If the stray capacitances are negligible, 
then the circuit can be represented by that shown in fig 2. I 7. From this figure, one can 
see that the divider works as a single-pole low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 
(RI + R2) I Lg and a DC attenuation of R2 I (RI + R2), for this reason it is essential to 
make the circuit inductance Lg as low as possible. This is one of the reasons why the high 
voltage divider is constructed with a liquid dielectric (RI, R2). The basic rule for 
designing a resistive voltage divider is that the value Lg I (RI + R2) <tr I 20, where tr is 
the rise time of the voltage to be measured. The low voltage arm resistance (R2 = 50 Q) 
is matched so reflection problems between the divider and the coaxial cable used to 








Figure 2.17. Equivalent circuit of a resistive voltage divider, Rl and R2 actual resistive divider, Lg= circuit 
inductance. 
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2.4.2. Capacitive Voltage Divider 
The charging voltage of the Blumlein can be monitored by means of a capacitive 
voltage divider. The reason to employ a capacitive voltage divider over a resistive divider 
is its better temporal response. However, the capacitive divider has the disadvantage of 
been susceptible to the effect of undesirable oscillations in the output voltage, when there 
is same inductance in the circuit [2.1]. One way to lessen the effect is to employ 
capacitors having low inductance. The basic structure of the capacitive voltage divider is 
quite similar to that of a resistive voltage divider except that in this case the resistors are 
replaced with suitable capacitors. Figure 2.18a show the circuit of the capacitive divider 
employed in this experiment. Cl and C2 represent the high voltage and low voltage arms 
of the divider respectively. Rl and R2 define a matching network utilized to match the 
impedance of the divider to the 50 Q impedance of the coaxial cable and the oscilloscope. 
The entire circuit behaves like a single-pole, single-zero, high-pass filter with a droop 
time of tr= (Cl + C2)(Rl + R2). This time is chosen to be 6 µs, which is large enough 
for our application. The actual structure of the capacitive divider is show in figure 2.18b, 
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Figure 2.18. a) Capacitive voltage divider and b) basic structure of the capacitive voltage divider. 
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2.4.3. Rogowski Coil 
The Rogowski coil is a type of field-coupled sensor that utilizes the induce 
voltage in the secondary coil to determine the primary current. Figure 2.19a shows the 
basic structure of a Rogowski coil, it consist of N small loops forming a nearly complete 
circle. The primary current to be determined is complete encircle by the secondary coil. 
This is equivalent to having a primary coil of one turn. Depending on the design and the 
application, the Rogowski coil can be used to either measure the magnitude and pulse 
form, or the time rate of change of the primary current [2.2]. The equivalent circuit of the 
secondary is shown in figure 2. l 9b. If the characteristic time tc of the signal is such that 
tc <<LI (Z + R) then the voltage V across the resistance Z is proportional to the primary 
current I, V = I Z I N. Shielding the coil from external interference is an important issue, 
however a proper slit opening must be left in the shield, in order to allow the magnetic 
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CHAPTER3 
PLASMA COLUMN CHARACTERIZATION 
3 .1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the results of the study of capillary discharge plasma columns 
created using the pulse generator discussed in chapter 2. The objective of these 
measurements was to obtain information on the plasma parameters, and geometrical 
characteristics of capillary plasmas created under the significantly greater excitation 
power allowed by the new high power generator. Of particular interest are the degree of 
ionization, electron temperature, plasma density, and final column diameter. Knowledge 
of these parameters is required to demonstrate the capability of extending discharge-
pumped lasers to significantly shorter wavelengths [3.1]. In addition, the measurements 
also provide some information on the important issue of the reproducibility and 
uniformity of the plasma column, that are major requirements for effective soft x-ray 
amplification [3 .2]. 
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Argon was selected as a test gas to conduct the first series of studies with this new 
high power pulse generator. While argon is not a candidate for lasing at wavelengths 
shorter than 46.9 run, it was selected because its well known extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) 
[3.3] spectra allows a convenient test of the plasma conditions that can be achieved with 
increased excitation. 
3.2. Polyacetal Capillaries 
In this section we describe results obtain using time-resolved pinhole images and 
time-resolved extreme-ultraviolet spectroscopy of plasma columns generated in 
polyacetal (CH20)0 capillaries. The measurements were conducted in 4 mm in diameter, 
1 cm long capillaries. 
3 .2.1. Time resolve pinhole images 
The radial evolution of the plasma columns generated in 4 mm diameter 
capillaries was studied by means of an on-axis pinhole camera. The experimental setup 
used for these measurements is schematically illustrated in figure 3 .1. A 90 µm pinhole 
was utilized to image the plasma onto the detection plane with a magnification of 3.5x 
and a spatial resolution of 60 µm. The gated detection system consisting of a Multi-
Channel-Plate (MCP) intensified Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) array detector which 
had a time resolution of~ 4 ns. Wavelength discrimination was obtained using a 1 µm 
thick carbon filter, or a stack composed of a 1 µm carbon filter and one or two 0 .1 µm 
aluminum filters respectively. This technique permits discrimination between the hot 
emitting regions and the cold emitting regions of a plasma column. The transmission 
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efficiencies corresponding to each of these three filter configurations are plotted in figure 
3.2 [3.4]. The carbon filter alone transmits photons with wavelength between 45 to 100 A 
and also below 20 A. The addition of a 0.1 µm thick aluminum filter decreases the 
transmisivity in the region between 4.5 to 10 nm by a factor~ 5. The addition of an extra 
0.1 µm thick aluminum filter reduces the transmisivity in this region by a factor~ 15 with 
respect to the carbon filter alone, practically limiting the transmitted radiation to 
wavelengths below 20 A. 
Plasma Column 
3.Sx Magnification 




Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the experimental set up used to obtain time-resolved pinhole 
images of the capillary plasma. 
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Figure 3 .2. Transmission characteristics of a 1 µm thick carbon film (blue line), 1 µm of carbon plus 0.1 µm 
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Figure 3.3. Series of time resolve on-axis pinhole images of a polyacetal capillary plasma column filtered 
with a 1 µm thick carbon film. Time with respect to the initiation of the current pulse is indicated in each 
image. A horizontal cross section of the intensity distribution is shown with each image. The color intensity 
in each image was normalized. The non-symmetric features observed at large diameters are due to the fact 
that the plasma column is not centered respect to the differential pumping pinhole, which cuts part of the 
image. 
Figure 3.3 show a sequence of time resolve pinhole images depicting the 
evolution of argon plasma columns filtered with a 1 µm thick carbon filter. They 
correspond to plasmas generated by a 183 kA current pulse with a 10-90 % rise time of 
13 ns through a 4 mm diameter, 1 cm long polyacetal capillary filled with 1.3 Torr of 
argon. The corresponding evolution of the FWHM diameter of the soft x-ray emitting 
region of the plasma relative to the beginning of the current pulse is show in figure 3.4. 
The fast current pulse detaches the plasma from the walls, compressing the plasma 
column to its final diameter. From figure 3.4 the collapse of the plasma column to a 
minimum FWHM of~ 250 µm is observe to happen = 29 ns after the initiation of the 
current pulse. The radial velocity of the region at the wavelengths selected by the carbon 
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filter is observed to be~ 2.6x106 cm/sat stagnation. After stagnation the plasma column 
is observed to expand continuously. In general, the symmetry of the images is similar to 
that corresponding to argon capillary plasma columns generated at significantly lower 
currents [3.5]. The latter plasmas have been used to produce saturated amplification in 
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Figure 3.4. Measured diameter of the plasma column as a function of time as observed utilizing a 1 µm 
thick carbon filter. The data corresponds to a 4 mm in diameter polyacetal capillary with an initial argon 
pressure of 1.3 Torr. The peak discharge current was of 183±5 kA with a 10-90 % rise time of 13 ns. 
Figure 3.5 shows the time evolution of a plasma column filtered by a 1 µm thick 
carbon filter and a 0.1 µm thick aluminum filter. The discharge conditions for this 
sequence are the same as those in figure 3.3 but, they utilize current pulses of::;: 184 kA 
with a 10-90 % rise time of= 12 ns. This sequence shows qualitatively the same behavior 
observed with the 1 µm carbon filter. A pinch diameter of= 290 µm in is observed 
= 25 ns after the initiation of the current pulse. The difference in the pinch time between 
the two sequences is possibly due to the differences in the current pulses. Measurements 
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Figure 3.5. Sequence of time-resolved pinhole images filtered by a 1 µm thick carbon film plus a 0.1 µm 
thick aluminum film. The initial conditions are those of figure 3.3 but with an excitation current pulse of 
185 kA and a 10-90 % rise time of 12 ns. 
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Figure 3.6 shows the dependence of the pinch time on the excitation current. 
These data were obtained from time-resolved pinhole images filtered by a 1 µm carbon 
filter plus a 0.1 µm aluminum filter. The error bars indicate the time interval between the 
image with minimum diameter plasma column and the previous image, as the actual 
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Figure 3.6. Dependence of the time of pinch with the excitation current for 4 mm diameter polyacetal 
capillaries filled with an initial argon pressure of 1.3 Torr. The error bars indicate the time interval between 
the image with minimum plasma column diameter and the previous image, since the actual pinch may 
occurred at any time within this interval. 
3.2.2. Time Resolved Spectra 
To study the evolution of the degree of ionization time-resolved spectroscopy of 
these capillary plasmas was conducted in the spectral region covering the range between 
3 nm to 30 nm. The experimental setup used to analyze radiation emitted by the capillary 
discharge is shown in figure 3.7. The radiation from the plasma was collected and 
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focused through the slit of a 1 m grazing incidence spectrometer by a cylindrical gold-
coated mirror placed at a grazing angle of 2° with respect to the incoming radiation. A 
fast shutter was used to protect the optical elements of the spectrometer against particles 
arising from the electrodes and capillary walls. 
The spectrometer contains a gold-coated grating ruled at 1200 line per millimeter, 
placed at 4 ° gracing incidence angle. An intensified array detector consisting of two 
micro-channel plates (MCP) mounted in a chevron configuration. The front plate is 
coated with MgO to enhance the detection efficiency. At the exit side of the MCPs, a P20 
phosphor screen was imaged onto a CCD camera. Gating of the gain on the front MCP 











Figure 3. 7. Experimental setup used to analyze the laser radiation emitted by the capillary discharge. 
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The spectral range between 18 run to 23 run was found to be suitable to study the 
time evolution of the ionization degree of the plasma, as it contains spectral lines 
belonging to all the ionization stages between ArXI through Arxv. An argon spectrum 
corresponding to the time of maximum ionization for a 197 kA current pulse and a 
10-90 % rise time of about 11 ns is shown in figure 3.8. Argon lines corresponding to all 
ions with charge ranging from ArXI to Arxv are present. Strong line emission from 
ArXIV and Arxv is observed. 
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Figure 3.8. Line identification for an Argon spectrum corresponding to the time of maximwn ionization in 
a polyacetal capillary 4 mm in diameter. The discharge current was 197 kA with a 10-90 % rise time of = 11 ns and the initial argon pressure was of 1.3 Torr. 
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The relative intensity of the lines originating from the different charge states was 
used to monitor the degree of ionization as a function of current. Figure 3.9 shows 
time-resolved spectra of the soft x-ray emission from argon plasmas generated in 4 mm 
diameter, 1 cm long polyacetal capillaries for four different current pulses of increasing 
current. For the 150 kA discharge the most intense lines in the spectral region correspond 
to ArXll and ArXI, but ArXIV lines are also observe. As the current increases, the plasma 
becomes more highly ionized, as shown by the increase in the intensity of the ArXIV lines 
and by the relative decrease of the ArXI lines. At 180 kA the Arxv line begins to be 
noticeable. Finally at 190 kA the Arxv is clearly distinguishable and the spectrum is 
dominated by the ArXIV lines. These results show that the degree of ionization of the 
plasma can be selected by adjusting the magnitude of the current pulse. 
Figure 3 .10 is a sequence of time-resolved spectra displaying the temporal 
evolution of the soft x-ray emission for a 190 kA discharge with a 10-90 % rise time of 
~ 11 ns thought a 4 mm diameter polyacetal capillary with an initial argon pressure of 
1.3 Torr. The time of each spectrum relative to the initiation of the current pulse is 
indicated. In the first spectrum, obtained 22.8 ns after the initiation of the current pulse, 
the Arxv line is practically absent. The degree of ionization of the plasma increases 
monotonically to reach its maximum at~ 25.2 ns from the beginning of the current pulse. 
However, 5 ns later the Arxv line noticeably decreases due to the fast cooling of the 
plasma after stagnation. This time of maximum ionization agrees with the time at which 
we observe the maximum compression of the plasma column (see fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 3.9. Dependence of the degree ofioniz.ation with the excitation current in 4 mm diameter polyacetal 
capillaries filled with 1.3 Torr of argon. 
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Figure 3.10. Sequence of spectra illustrating the time evolution of the degree of ionization for polyacetal 
capillary 4 mm in diameter for excitation currents of 195 kA and a 10-90 % rise time of~ 11 ns. 
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We have compared these measurements with the results of atomic/hydrodynamic 
model computed using the code RADEX [3.7]. Calculations of the degree of ionization 
and plasma dimensions are in general agreement with the data. Figure 3 .11 show the 
computed radial profile of the electron temperature and density at the time of maximum 
ionization for a 197 kA discharge through a 4 mm diameter, polyacetal capillary filled 
with an initial argon pressure of 1.3 Torr. The temperature and density on axis are 
predicted to be 275 eV and 1.3xto20 cm-3• Synthesized XUV spectra corresponding to 
these conditions showed general features that are in good agreement with the measured 
spectra. The compressed plasma diameter is computed to be 250-300 µmat= 25 ns after 
the initiation of the current pulse; also this is also in agreement with the size of the soft 
x-ray-emitting region observed at the time of maximum compression. 
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Figure 3 .11. Computed electron temperature and density profiles of an argon filled 4 mm polyacetal 
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Figure 3.12. Time resolve spectra corresponding to polyacetal (a) and alumina (b) capillaries at the time of 
maximum ioniz.ation. The arrow is pointing to the Arxv line utilized as an indicator of the degree of 
ionization of the plasma column. The peak current was of 197 kA with a 10-90 % rise time of about 11 ns. 
3 .3. Ceramic Capillaries 
To reduce the effects of wall ablation with the goal of obtaining hotter plasma 
columns, alumina capillaries were tested. The results showed that capillary plasmas with 
a significantly higher degree of ionization are obtain when ceramic capillaries are utilized 
in comparison with polyacetal capillaries. As an example, figure 3 .12 shows two typical 
spectra corresponding to the 18-23 nm spectral region for ceramic and polyacetal 
capillaries of the same diameter (4 mm). Both spectra were obtained near the time of 
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maximum ionization. The excitation current pulses utilized to generate these two spectra 
were of similar characteristics: a peak current of 197 kA and a 10-90 % rise time of about 
11 ns. The higher degree of ionization of the plasma generated in the ceramic capillaries 
is shown by the higher intensity of the Arxv line (indicated by an arrow at the right of the 
spectra) and ArXIV lines. 
3.3.1. Pinhole images 
The plasma-column dynamics for the ceramic capillaries was also studied by 
means of time-resolved pinhole camera images. The experimental arrangement was the 
same used for the study of polyacetal capillaries and already illustrated in fig. 3 .1. The 
pinhole camera images in figures 3 .13 and 3 .14 correspond to current pulses of about 
190 kA with 10-90 % rise time of= 11 ns in 4 mm diameter alumina capillaries. The time 
sequence in figure 3.13 corresponds to the soft x-ray emitting region of the plasma 
determined by a 0.2 µm aluminum plus a 1 µm carbon filter, that limits the radiation 
detected mostly to wavelengths below 20 nm. This sequence of images shows the 
formation of a plasma sheath that evolves to form a compressed plasma column at the 
center of the capillary. The earliest image, obtained at 20 ns from the beginning of the 
current pulse, shows a cylindrical shell with an outer diameter of= 815 µm caused by the 
current distribution that is influenced by the skin effect. The subsequent images show the 
rapid continuos compression of the plasma column. The soft x-ray-emitting region of the 
plasma reaches its minimum diameter of= 250 µm at about 25 ns after the beginning of 
the current pulse after reaching a radial velocity of= 0.7x107 emfs. This result is in good 















Figure 3.13. Time resolve pinhole camera images for a 4 mm in diameter ceramic capillary taken utilizing a 
1 µm thick carbon filter plus 0.2 µm thick aluminum filter and a current pulse of 190 kA with a 10-90 % 
rise time of= 11 ns. 
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Figure 3.14. Time-resolved pinhole camera images for a 4 mm in diameter ceramic capillary taken utilizing 
a 1 µm thick carbon filter and an excitation current pulse of 190 kA with a 10-90 % rise time of= 11 ns. 
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plasma column collapses near this time. Subsequently the plasma column expands and 
the intensity of the radiation emitted within this spectral range decreases by nearly an 
order of magnitude in the next 3 ns. For times later than 31 ns the intensity drops below 
the detection limit. It should be noticed that the asymmetry observed in the wings of the 
profiles corresponding to the larger diameter images is caused by an imperfect alignment 
of the pinhole rather than by an asymmetry in the plasma column. These results show a 
similar behavior at the one observed in the polyacetal capillaries. 
Figure 3.14 shows a series of pinhole images obtained with only a 1 µm carbon 
filter. The removal of the aluminum filter adds to the detected wavelengths the spectral 
region between 40 nm to 100 nm (see fig. 3.2). The formation and collapse of a plasma 
sheath is also clearly observed in this sequence, but in this case the pinch observed in 
figure 3 .13 is largely masked by photons with longer wavelengths, that at this time of the 
compression are emitted over a much broader region. However, figure 3 .14 clearly shows 
the occurrence of a latter pinch that takes place at ~ 36 ns from the beginning of the 
current pulse. This second pinch was not observed with the stack of the two filters, which 
only monitors wavelengths below 2 nm. This suggests that it corresponds to a colder 
plasma. The difference between the evolution of the soft x-ray emitting region observed 
with and without the aluminum filter is shown in figure 3 .15. This second pinch was not 
observed in the pinhole sequences made with polyacetal capillaries. The apparent absence 
of the second pinch might be explained by the significantly larger amount of ablated 
material that gives the second pinch significantly lower temperature and larger diameter, 
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of the evolution of the plasma diameter as observed through al µm thick carbon 
filter plus a 0.2 µm thick aluminum filter and only al µm thick carbon filter. 
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Figure 3.16. Correspondence of the signal obtained utilizing a fast MCP intensified vacuum photodiode 
filtered by a l µm thick carbon film plus a 0.2 µm thick aluminum film (black trace) with the excitation 
current (red trace) through a 4 mm in diameter ceramic capillary. 
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Figure 3.16 shows the correspondence of the signal obtained utilizing a fast MCP 
intensified photodiode filtered by a 1 µm thick carbon film plus a 0.2 µm thick aluminum 
film with the excitation current through a 4 mm in diameter ceramic capillary. The 
212 kA current pulse starts 27 ns before the emission peak detected by the photodiode. 
3.3.2. Spectra of Plasmas Generated in Ceramic Capillaries. 
The series of time resolved spectra in figure 3 .17 and 3 .18 provide information of 
the temporal variation of the degree of ionization of the plasma for discharges in ceramic 
capillaries with 3 mm and 4 mm diameters, respectively. The peak amplitude and the 
10-90 % rise time of the current pulses were maintained approximately constant for these 
two series at 190±5 kA and 11.5±1.5 ns respectively. The relative intensity of the Arxv 
line and the changing ratio of intensities between the two adjacent lines of ArXIV and 
ArXI at 18.8 nm and 18.9 nm respectively give an indication of the variation of the degree 
of ionization. The maximum ionization is observed to occur around the time 
corresponding to the first pinch, in the vicinity of 25 ns. Figure 3 .17 shows that the Arxv 
line is almost absent at 19.6 ns after the beginning current pulse but is dominating only 
2 ns later. Although the time of pinch is similar for ceramic and polyacetal capillaries the 
degree of ionization achieved in the ceramic capillaries is considerably larger than the 
one obtain in the polyacetal capillaries. This is easy to tell from the relative intensities of 
the Ar XV line in figures 3 .10 and 3 .18. 
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Figure 3.17. Time evolution of spectra that reveal the degree of ionization in a 3.3 mm diameter ceramic 
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Figure 3.18. Time evolution of the degree of ionization in a 4 mm diameter ceramic capillary for excitation 
currents of 190 ±5 kA with 10-90 % rise times of 11.5 ± 1.5 ns. 
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Line emission was also observed at several wavelengths corresponding to ArXVI 
lines in the 2-30 nm range. However, the presence of these lines could not be confirmed 
due to their overlap with first or second order lines from argon ions of lesser charge. 
Nevertheless, the presence of strong ArXV emission in figure 3.4 suggests that ArXVI 
ion lines are likely to contribute to the emission observed at those wavelengths (the 
ionization potential of Ar XV (854 e V) is not much larger than are the corresponding to 
ArXIV (755 eV), but the ionization times for the two ion species is comparable). 
Hydrodynamic-atomic physics computations, which suggest and electron temperature 
~ 250 eV at this discharge conditions also predicted the presence of ArXVI ions [3.8]. 
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In conclusion, this thesis investigated the generation of capillary discharge plasma 
columns designed to reach significantly higher electron temperature and densities than 
those of previous experiments. The plasma columns were created by a new high power 
pulse generator designed and constructed as part of this work. The generator makes use 
of a three-stage compression scheme to generate the fast current pulses that excite the 
capillary plasmas. The final stage of the pulse generator consist in a water dielectric 
Blumlein transmission line capable of delivering current pulses up to 225 kA with 
10-90 % rise times of = 10 ns through the capillary load. Argon plasma columns were 
generated in polyacetal and alumina capillaries with diameters of 3 and 4 mm. The 
plasmas were characterized by means of time-resolved spectroscopy in the soft x-ray 
region and time-resolved pinhole images. The pinhole images show a rapid compression 
of the plasma column to a final diameter of= 250 µm. The results showed that capillary 
plasmas with higher degrees of ionization are obtained when ceramic capillaries are 
utilized in comparison with polyacetal capillaries. Time-resolved spectra obtained in the 
18-23 nm region at the time of maximum ionization are dominated by an Arxv line. The 
spectral data and model computations indicate an electron temperature > 250 e V has been 
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obtained, at discharge conditions at which model computations predict electron densities 
> lx1020 cm-3. 
Future work continuing this research includes the direct measurement of the 
plasma electron density, e.g. utilizing line-broadening measurements of an added 
impurity. To realize the demonstration of lasing at shorter wavelengths, a way to inject 
metal vapors in the capillary load must be developed. Once reliable and uniform pre 
ionized columns are achieved, spectroscopic measurements in the soft x-ray spectral 
region must be carry out to evaluate the plasma conditions that are achieved. This must 
be followed by an optimization and search for the laser line. 
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